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I n t e r ~ ~ a t i oMonetary
n~l
Fund ( I MF) - Agency established in 1944 to pronlotc and facilitate
intemationa1 trade and financing.

d Curve effect - Theory that says a country's trade !:lcl'icit will initially worsen nficr its
currency depreciates because higher prices on Soreiga i ~ n ~ ~ owill
r t s more than ol'fset ~h,.:
reduced volume of imports in the shorL run.
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3.12 ANSWERS TO-CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
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B 5 i) True; ii) False; iii) False; iv) True; v) True.
C

5 i) (c) ii) (b) iii) (c)

iv) (a) v) (b) vi) (a) vii) (d)

viii) (d)

ix) (d) x) (c)

6 i) False ii) True iii) False iv) False v) False vi) True vii) False viii)
False ix) False x) False

3.13 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
I.

4.0

explain the partial equilibrium theory of trade

What do you mean by the Balance of Paytnent Accounting? Describe various
components of the Current Account.

describe various non-tariff barriers to trade

Distinguish between the current account and the capital account. Describe the
components of the capital account.

3.

What is balance of payment? Explain the factors affecting the balance ofpayments.

4.

How disequilibrium occurs in the balance ofpayment? Describe the methods o f
correcting the disequilibriuin.

@

Select a country and unde~talcean analysis of that country's balance of payments
for 5 to 7 years. The analysis must include exan~inations(presentation of
statistical data with discussion) of the trade balance, current account balance, basic
balance and over all balance.

4.1

6.

Discuss the trend in India's balance of payments since 1991. How can you explain
the trend ?

OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you should be able to:

2.

5.

INSTRUMENTS OF T

Structure

Tariff- Tax imposed by a government on illipoiteil goods.
Official reserves
tions.

--

e discuss the impact of quota and tariff

e explain the exchange control mechanism
e describe the method o f balance of payment adjustments

explain the flexible and fixed exchange rates system

INTRODUCTION

You have learnt the theories related to patterns of trade among countries in Unit 2. YOU
have also seen that for all countries free trade is better than autarky. Even though fiee trade
is better than a complete absence of trade, is free trade better than restricted trade, i.e.,
trade restricted by import tariff, import quotas or exchange controls? It turns out that tlie
answer depends mainly on whether the country is large or small. The countries that tend to
restrict trade by charging an irnpol-t tariff (a tax on imported goods) are said to follow a
protectionist trade policy. A tariff is a price based policy to restrict trade because it changes
the price of import paid by the importer. But there are other ways to restrict trade and some
of these are non-price based policies. For instance an import quota will rest~ictthe quantity
of import. These non-price based policies are known as non-tariff barriers to trade. In this
unit, you will learn the partial equilibrium theory of trade and various non-tariff barriers to
restrict trade. You will be further acquainted with the impact of quota and tariff, exchange
control, balance of payment adjustments and the exchange rates system.

4.2

A PARTIAL EQUILIBRZUM THEORY OF T

E

Even though the markets are generally inter-related sometimes it is useful to focus on one
market provided its links with other markets are not very strong. Then apartial equilibrium
theory of trade is just an extension of what you have learnt in microeconomics, Suppose.

Concepts and Dimensions

that there are a large number of producers and consumers of a product competing in a
market where the price is determined by the interaction between the suppliers and the
consumers. Look at Figure 4.1 where the equilibrium price in the market is marked as Pd
At the equilibrium, the quantities demanded and supplied are equal to OQ with the demand
curve and the supply curve being DDr and SS' respectively. If the country is in autarky, then
the consumers' welfare in equilibrium may be represented by the triangle abP, which is
known as consumer surplus.

,
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Figure 4.1: Equilibrium Price

Price

Box 1: Consumer surplus
Let DD' be the demand curve. If the market
price is Oc, then OQ is bought. For any
quantity less than OQ, say OQ, , the consumer will pay dQ, which is more than the
the market price, eQ, = Oc. Therefore the
difference between the price the consumer is
willing to pay and the actual price paid, i.e.,
de is the consumer surplus fiom purchasing
the Q,th unit. Adding all these surpluses
from 0 to the Qth unit we get the total
consumer surplus, namely the triangle abc.

D'

o

Q,

Q Quantity

You can see in the figure that for all quantities less than OQ the consumer is willing to pay
more than P, but actually pays just P,. When the last unit up to OQ is purchased the
difference between the price offered by the consumer and the price actually paid is just
zero. If we add these differences up to OQ we end up with #e triangle abPdwhich is the
consumer surplus.

D'

0
Let us now assume that the world price of this good is pwwhich is less than pd,~t this
stage we make an important assumption. We suppose that the country is a small country.
In trade theory a small country does not necessarily mean that the country is small in size,
A small country is simply a small operator in the world market and therefore does not have
a monopoly power and takes the world market price as given. At Pwthe country's producers
will produce OA but the consumers will demand OB and the difference (AB) will be
imported. Trade will increase consumer surplus to a bigger triangle, namely acPw.The
anount of hcrease in consumers' surplus is given by the area P, b c pw YOU
now
recognise that OA is the output produced by the domestic import competing firms who
were earlier producing OQ before trade. Therefore trade has hurt the impolt competing
industry where some firms may have stopped production. But the consumers have gained.
It can be shown that the producers' loss is less than the consumers' gain and therefore
trade raises net social welfare. But how can we say this? Those who are familiar with the
concept of producer surplus will immediately recognise that area Pdbd pw is the loss of
producers (Those who are not are referred to Box 2). Remember that the supply curve is
simply the marginal cost curve under perfect competition and therefore the area under the
supply curve is the total cost. Total revenue is price multiplied the quantity supplied and is
measured by a rectangle. The producers' surplus is simply profit which is the difference
between total revenue and total cost, Before trade when OQ was produced the profit was
the triangle e b P, which is reduced to the triangle e d Pw.The loss of profit is the area pwd
b Pdand this is certainly less than the gain in consumers' surplus given by the area P, b c
Pw.The net gain fiom trade is measured by the triangle bcd which shows that the society is
better off with trade than with autarky.

I

I

1

I

What happens if the world price is higher than the domestic autarky price? From the figure
we can easily find that the country will export the good if the world price is Pw*.

I
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The Figure we have drawn above can be exploited a bit more to show that for a small country
free trade is the best commercial policy. Let the government impose an ad valorem tariff on
import at the rate oft. This tariff is on the value of imported goods and therefore the importers Pay Pw(l+t) instead ofPw for every unit of the product that is imported. If import costs
Pw(l+t) the domestic producers will charge no less. Therefore the import
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Quantity

competingfirms raise price to \(I+t) and expand output from OA to OA'. This is
import substitution The consumen will buy less as they are paying a higher price.
quantity demmded falls from OB to OB' and as a TeStIlt the impod falls from AB A'Brthe area 'w
L~~us work out the implications of all this. The producers' gain is measured
d f, the government's ~ l s t o m revenue
s
by the rectangle g h k j and the loss of consumer
sumlus by the area fghckjdPw.The consumers' loss is more than the producers' gain and
the govemmentysgain put together. It is easy to see that the net loss to the society (jae*>
producers' gain plus government's gain minus the loss of consumen' s u ~ l u )s is measured
by two triangular areas, namely gjd and hkc. The net loss to the socieb' is also known as
deadweight loss.
Box 2: Producer Surplus
Let SS' be the supply curve which is
simply the marginal cost curve showing additions to cost for producing one
more unit of output. The area under b
the supply curve for any given output
gives total cost of producing that out- a
put. For example, when the output Produced is OQ, the total cost is the area
OQcS. Since an output of OQ is sold at
0
Q
a price of Oa, the total revenue is given
by the rectangle OacQ. The difference
betwaen total revenue and total cost works out to be the triangular area
which is the producer surplus Or profit. AS price rises to Ob and
supply to oQ, the producer surplus rises by the area abdc~

'

what happens if do not assume that the country is a Small country with no power
ence the world price? mena tariffmay not be a bad idea. The reason is that atariffleads

a
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fall in the country's denland for import. ?his significantly affects the world demand for the
good under coasideration, as the country is a major importer. This leads to a fall in the world
market price Pw.Now there are two conflicting forces. First, [here is a deadweight loss as we
have just seen. But since Pw itself declines, the consumers are better off paying a lower price
and the import competing firms are worse off because they have to lower their price. The
import demand will surely rise but it will not reach the original level, i.e., AB though it will be
greater than A'B'. Thus we cannot say whether the government will collect more customs
revenue or not. But the fact still remains that the second set of effects may have a positive
impact on social welfare which will partly offset the deadweight loss. The tariff rate which
bala~lcesthe deadweight loss with the gains due to a fall in Pw is known as the optimum tariff.
In other words, for a large country havingmonopoly power in the world market will not find
free trade to be the best policy but will find an optimum tariffrate which maximises its social
welfare.
The partial equilibrium theory oftrade applied to one good is not very meaningful because it
ignores the interaction between goods. In any case it cannot tell us anything about the
pattern oftrade between two countries. This is why we have discussed only the general
equilibrium models of trade in unit 2. But the model discussed abbve is not entirely valueless. If we assume that all imports of a country can be aggregated into one composite good,
then we would measure the quantity indcx of this aggregate import on the horizontal axis
and its price index on the vertical axis and use the figure 2 , I to discuss the ei'fects of a tariff
in the same way as we have done in the case of one good.

4.3

--

NON-TARIFF BARRIERS TO TRADE

As mentioned earlier tariff is not the only instrument to restrict trade and give protection to
the domestic import competing industry. The non-tariff instruments are numerous. Recently,
United States of America has decided to bar1 import of carpets fro~nIndia on the ground that
child labour is used in the Indian carpet industry to which the human rights activists have
serious objections. In the past on many occasions consignments have been returned by
USA on the ground that the goods pose health l1azal.d~to the citizens of the countly. Thus,
human rights, damage to environment, health considerations, injury to domestic industries
etc, are the excuses offered by the importing country to restrict or prohibit imports. Sucli
restrictions are cailed non-tariff barriers.
Various non-tariff barriers are imposed by the governnlent to discriminate against imports
or in favour of exports. Let us discuss briefly major kinds of non-tariff barriers and their
implications for international trade.
Customs classification and valuation: The duty imposed on a particular import good
depends on how it is classified in the tariff schedule and how it is valued by the custo~ns
authorities. This ambiguity provides customs authorities opportunity for arbitrary classification and detennining value of imported goods. Customs authorities usually charge higher
duties which may act as a deterrent to trade.
Subsidies: Subsidies are provided by the government to don~esticproducers or exporters to
stimulate the expansion of such industries. For example tax exemptions, cash disbursements, preferential exchange rates, government contracts with special privileges or some
other favourable treatment. Subsidies help companies to bc cost competitive. Government
provides various types of export assistance to exporters to make the export business more
profitable and attractive.
Local content and Foreign investment performance requirement: Local content regulations are imposed on certain industries to promote import substitution and encourage the
domestic producers, According to these regulatio~lscertain percentage of inputs used in the
n~anufactlrreof goods are required to be procured from the domestic suppliers. In the same
- way, roreign investors are required to export a certain proportion of its outl7ut fro111tile
domestic counlry under the foreign investment performance requirement.

.

Tecllnical Standards and I-flealth Reguiations: Many regulatio~~s
are imposed on imports with
I-espectto safety, health, marking, labelling, packaging and technical standards, quality
standards and natural environment. Such regulatio~lspose hardships and create barriers on
foreign produced goods. .As a result, some products may freely enter in one country and may
be banned in anotller cuunby. For example Japanese government requires that some import
goods be tested in Japan even when they have already been tested in the domestic country.
USA prohibits imports of many types of agricultural products on these grounds.

Government proeuremcnl: According to this policy, government purchases give preference
to domestically produced goods. For example, buy American regulatior~of USA govelnment
provide US protl~~cers
Price advantage on Deft:ncc, departtpent contracts.
Restl-ictions on Scrmvices:Noh-tariff barriers are imposed to curtail trade in services. For
example restrictions are imposed on transportation, banking, insurance, advertising,
accounting, law, engineering, construction, franchising, tourism, education, health, business services, etc. on various grounds.
Besides above restrictions, there may be voluntarily export restraint, anti-dumping restrictions, specific permission requirements, administrative delays and procedures, etc.

4.4

QUOTA VERSUS TARIFF

-

An import quota is the simplest instrument for implementing a policy of norr-tariff barriers,
Quota is not allowed under the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). But a country may justify imposition of quota by giving the excuses mentioned
above or even ban import. Such decisions may be challenged by the exporting country in
the World Trade Organisation. We want to compare the effects of a quota with that of an
equivalent tariff. For this purpose we shall use a diagram similar to Figure 4.1 except that
now we assume that the countries having trade are large countries and are capable of
intluencing the world market pl-ices. It is quite easy to dcrive from Figure 4.1 the importing
country's demand schedule for imports. This will be simply the country's excess demand
curve. In Figure 4.1 at price eqi~alto P, there is no excess demand and therefore the
demand for import is zero. At any price less than P, the market demand is greater than the
s~~pply
and this excess dcmand is the demand for import. Since the country is assumed to
be an importer we do not look at any price higher than P,. In Figure 4.2 we have drawn this
excess demand for import dernand schedule marked as D. At the home country's autarky
equilibrium price P, home import is zero and import is positive at any price less than P,.
As price of import falls the home demand for import rises. On the other hand S q s the
foreign country's supply curve which shows that highcr the price higher is the quantity
offered for export by the foreign country. The world trade equilibrium is at the pdce P, at
ulbich the home country will import M, quantities of the good and the foreign country will
csport the same quantities in free trade.
Now let us suppose that the home country imposes a specific tariff at the rate oft. A specific
tariff is levied on the quantity of import, as distinguished from an advalorem tariff which is
on value of import.The effects of the two are not very different. As aresult of the tariff the
honle importers will have to pay a higher price for the import, say P, and demand less quantity
of import, say M,. But then the price in the world market will fall from P, to P," which is the
terms of trade effect of the tariff, Since both countries are large, a fall in the home demand for
import from M, to MI leads to a fall in the price of import. If the home country is small country, then S* would be a horizontal line starting at P, and there would be no terns of trade
effect of the tariff, The difference between the home price and the foreign price, i.e., P, P,* is
the tariff collected from every unit imported. One can see that this tariff is partly paid by the
foreign sl~ppliersbecause they reduce their price from P, to P,* and the rest is paid by the
domestic importers. Since D is the excess demand curve, the area marked numbers as 12345 is
the net loss of cansumers surplus after taking account of the gain in producer surplus
accruing to the domestic import competing producers who get a higher price for their product
as a result of the tariff. The revenue collected from tariff is 2367, Thus the net effect on social

-

Irrstrt~n~ents
of Trade Policy

Concepts and Dimensions

welfare is the reclallgle 4576 minus the triangle I25 which may be positive or negative. The
tariff rate which balances these two influences on welfare is the optimum tariff.

currencies are sold at rates much higher than the official rates. Thus, the rent goes to the
sellers of foreign currencies in the black markets.
Check Your Progress A

Figure 4.2: Quota and Tariff

1.

Price

What is consumer surplus?

............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
2.

What do you mean by Producer surplus?

............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................

1

What is deadweight loss?

4.

State whether following statements are True or False.

I
M,

.
Quantity
0
Mt
What would be the effect of a quota which is equivalent to tariff in the sense that both lead
to B e same reduction of import? The quota, therefore, will have to be fued at M, , with the
stipulation imports in excess of M, are banned. The government will issue import licences
for permissible imports. The effect of this on the domestic price will be the same as tariffs
effect. The domestic price will rise fmm P, to Pt and the foreign price will fall from P, to
P,*, latter being the terms of trade effect of the quota. But the difference between the
domestic price the foreign price now goes to the holders of the import licence who buy at
Pt* fmm the world market and sell in the domestic market at P, The rectangle '2367 which
was the tariff revenue earlier is the rent going to the holders of the import licences. We are
calling it rent because rent is the reward earned by a fixed factor of production, in this case
the import licences. The government however may get it back if the imported licences are
not given h e but auctioned to the highest bidders. In lndia we never had a system of
auctioning import licences. Therefore, the import licensing policy which we had prior to
1991 used to yield rent to the licence holders.
I

3.

.

4.5

4.6

EXCHANGE CONTROL

h lndia before trade liberalisation in 1991 import licensing was combined with exchange
control. In other words, only the holders of the import licences were given permission to
purchase foreign currencies fmm banks. Therefore, exchange contml or the control on the
issue of foreign currencies was simply a part ofthe import licensing system. This is what
has made Rupee a non-convertible currency. The current policy is that Rupee is convert
ible on all current account transactions which include trade in goods, travel and tourism.
F Qthese
~ transactions no import licences are required, Many developing countries use
&change control as a means to restrict trade. The distortions that come with exchange
~ h f t 0 1policy are in the form of black markets for foreign currencies where the foreign
1

i)

The partial equilibrium theory of trade applied to one good is very meaningful
because it ignores the interaction between goods.

ii)

The large country having monopoly power in h e world market will not find
free trade to be the best policy.

iii)

A tariff leads to a fall in the country's demand for import.

iv)

The producer's surplus is the difference between total revenue and average
cost.

v)

Quota is allowed under the provisions of the GATT.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ADJUSTMENTS

When we discuss import licensing policy or exchange control we assume that the objective
of the government is to restrict import so that the domestic import competing industries are
given encouragementto expind and replace imported goods. Very often, however, the
government's objective is not so much to promote import substitution (because the country
may not even produce the goods that are imported) but to reduce the import bill. This takes
us to the concept of the balance of payment. Every country is like a company v i s - h i s the
rest of the world and it has to settle accounts with the other countries. The statement of a
country's financial transactions with the rest of the world is called the balance of payment
statement. You may look at any issue of Economic Survey for India's balance of payment
statement. You have also learnt the balance ofpayment in Unit 3. To recapitulate, the statement is divided into three parts :the current account, the capital account and the official
account, The entries in the current account show values of exports and imports during the
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financial year. The difference between the value of export and the value of imports (in rupees
or dollars ) is the balance on trade account. So we have a trade surplus or a trade deficit
depending on whether the balance on trade account is positive or negative. There are other
entries in the current account, like travel or tourism which are called invisibles. The invisibles
are also like exports and imports of goods. When a foreign traveller comes to India and
purchases hotel services, it is our invisible export. When our tourists go abroad and do the
same thing, it is our invisible import. The balance on invisible trade (export minus import)
plus the balance on trade account (trade deficit or surplus) is called thq current account
balance. Then we come to the capital account of the balance of payment statement. The
transactions here are in the nature of capital import or export. If the government of India or an
Indian company makes an investment abroad, say by purchasing a financial asset, it is capital
export. If the foreigner invests in India it is capital import. The foreign investment may be
either direct investment or portfolio investment. If a foreign company comes to India and sets
up a factory or a shop to do business directly with the Indian people, it is direct investment.
On the other hand, if the foreigner simply invests in shares and bonds floated by Indian
companies, it is portfolio investment. There is an element of asymmetry between current
account and capital account. In current account imports are items for which we make payments to the foreigners and exports are our receipts from the foreigners. In the capital
account import of capital is areceipt item and the export of capital is a payment item. Therefore the balance on capital account is total capital import minus total capital export and a
positive balance is a surplus and a negative balance is a deficit.
The total balance, i.e.,the balance on current account plus the balance on capital account is
called the balance of payment which may show an overall deficit or surplus. A country may
have a deficit in the current account but a surplus in the capital account and an overall deficit
in the balance of payment.This was precisely the position in India's balance of payment in
the last financial year. A balance of payment deficit simply means that certain payments are
due to the foreigners and a surplus means that the foreigners are indebted to us in respect of
certain payments. Since a deficit or a surplus needs adjustment, we have an official account
showing how this adjustment is made. A BOP deficit may be adjusted by the Reserve Bank of
India through sale of foreign currencies released from the foreign exchange reserves, or by
borrowing from the International Monetaty fund or by foreign aid. A surplus may be
adjusted by increasing the foreign exchange reserves. When all these official transactions
take place, the grand balance, i.e., balance on current account plus balance on capital
account plus balance on official account, becomes zero and this has to happen by the law of
accounting.

4.7

downward sloping. The si~pplycurve is upward sloping because more expensive the dollar is
(as the rate changes from Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 per dollar) higher is the income in rupees from
exports to the U.S. per unit of a good exported and greater is the quantity exported. Again,
assuming the U.S prices are fixed, the amount of dollar supplied by the Indian exporters is
more.
Now the question is how the deficit of $500 million at the exchange rate,ofRs. 30 per $ is
adjusted. Under the fixed exchange rate system RBI sells $500 to keep the rate fixed at
Rs. 30 and this shows up in the official account of the balance of payment statement. If
nothing is done by RBI the rate will automatically change to Rs. 35 per $. This adjusts the
deficit in the following way: With $ being more expensive our import demand falls from
$5000 million to $4800 million. The exporters find it profitable to export more to earn a
greater export revenue which increases from $4500 million to $4800 million. This is the
adjustment under the flexible exchange. rate system and RBI simply does not intervene in
the foreign exchange markets. If the exchange rates are freely flexible, there cannot be a
deficit of a surplus in the balance of payment because such imbalances are automatically
adjusted in the foreign exchange markets. The system we have at the moment in India can
be regarded as a flexible exchange rate system. The Reserve Bank does not normally
intervene in the market unless there are special reasons to do so.
Figure 4.3: Bnlnnce of Payment and Exchange Rntos

Rs. 35

Rs. 30

FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES
-

There is a close relationship between the balance of payment and the exchange rates of a
currency. One should notice that a deficit is simply an excess demand for foreign currencies.
Let us suppose that our imports are worth $5000 million and export earnings are $4500 which
will not be enough to pay for our imports and there is a trade deficit of $500 million which is
the excess of dollar demanded by our importers over dollar supplied by our exporters. The
Central bank, which in our case is the Reserve Bank of India, has two options. One is to
supply $500 million from foreign exchange reserves to meet the excess demand and this will
show in the official account of the balance of payment. The second option is not to supply
any dollars at all in which case the excess demand for dollar will exert pressure in the foreign
exchange market on the exchange value of Indian Rupee. If the Rupee rate was Rs. 30 per $
before the deficit appeared, it may change to Rs. 35 per $. Figure 4.3 shows this with the
rupee-dollar exchange rate being fixed as Rs. 30 at which the demand for dollar is $5000
million and the supply of dollar is $4500 million, leaving an unadjusted deficit of $500 million.
At this stage you should understand why the demand curve is downward sloping and the
supply curve upward sloping. We demand dollars to import goods and services from the
United States. If dollar becomes cheaper (as the rate changes from Rs. 35 to Rs. 30 per dollar)
the Indian importers find American goods cheaper in Rupee terms and therefore demand
more imports from USA. Agood whose price is $10 used to cost Rs.350. But now it will cost'
Rs. 300. We assume that the increase in Indian demand for U.S. goods does not affect the
prices (measured in $) in the U.S. Since the importers would purchase more quantities but pay
the same dollar prices, the demand for dollar increases. This is the reason why the demind

-1

Rupee is said to depreciate against foreign currencies in the case of a deficit in the balance of
payment and appreciate in the case of a surplus. But the story of flexible exchange rates does
not end here. Under this system the exchange rates fluctuate in response to changes in the
demand and supply conditions in the foreign markets where the demand and supply curves
keep shifting. When the exchange rates change, i.e., appreciate or depreciate, the economy
has to adjust to the new rates in several ways. Let us suppose that rupee depreciates against
$ and the rate changes from Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 per $. Does this eliminate the deficit? In terms of
the figure drawn above it does. But the figure shows the demand and supply curves of a
particular time period. Can the deticit come back in the next period? The answer is yes. Due to
the depreciation of Rupee, Dollar is now more expensive causing a decrease in our imports.
Since imports supplement domestic supply of goods and services, a decrease in imports .
leads to shortage and an increase in the general price level, Quite a lot of these imports are
used in the export industries as inputs and a shortage of these imported inputs raises the
prices of the exportables. So you see that currency depreciation may very well raise the
inflation rate and erode our comparative advantage. With the prices of Indian exports rising,
our exports will suffer in the world market and we will be able to export less goods and
services. With the fall in exports the deficit may come back which would then require further
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depreciation. I n Uact there is a theory according to which the rate at which Rupee has to
depreciate is equal to the rate of inflation. But there may be inflation in the rest of the world
also which tends to improve our comparative advantage. Thus the theory, ltnown as the
purchasing power parity theory, predicts that under the flexible exchange rate system the
rate at which Rupee will depreciate will be equal to the difference between the Indian
inflation rate and tile inflation rate in the rest of the world.
The adjustment of the price level is one aspect of the adjustment process. Another aspect is
the effect of the depreciation on terms of trade. It is quite obvious that depreciation makes
our imports more expensive in rupee terms. The prices of exportables are rupee prices
because these are goods produced at home whereas the prices of importables are measured
in the currencies of ihe countries from which these goods are imported. After Rupee
depreciates the rupee prices of importablcs rise relative to the rupee prices of
exportables causing a deterioration in the commodity terms of trade.
So far we have only looked at transactions in the current account of the balance of payments. Let us now turn to the capital account and see what implications a currency depreciation has for capital flows. Let us assume that there is free movement of capital between
India and the United States. Let the interest rates in the two countries be denoted as ri and
rU respectively. If there are no barriers on the movement of capital the two interest rates
should be the same. This however is not true. The Indian invegtors in the U.S capital
market will compare the two rates and will invest only if the U.S rate is higher than the
Indian rate. But what happens when this investment in the u.s.. matures? The Indian
investor will convert his principal and interest income from dojlar t~ rupee and in this
conversion the investor may lose if dollar depreciates against rupee (or, which is the same
thing, rupee appreciates against dollar). Let us suppose that dollar is expected to depreciate
against rupee by d %. Then the Indian investor will compare ri with P$T d, the latter being
the interest rate in the U.S. net of the expected depreciation of dollar. If capital movement
is free, then these two will be equated by the market forces: r, = rU- d. This gives us a
condition known as interest parity condition which says that the expected rate of
depreciation of dollar is equal to the difference between the U.S. interest rate and the
lndian interest rate. Thus we see that the exchange rate variations under the flexible rate
system and free capital mobility is also related to the changes in the interest rates.

fullyemploying the available resources leading to a decrease in the prices. But such a simple
relationship between the money supply and price level does nbt hold in the Keynesian world
where the resources are not fully employed. The reason is that as money supply increases,
the aggregate supply of goods and services may increase due to the fact that the resources
are still not fully utilised and therefore the price level need not rise. Similarly, a decrease in the
supply of money does not necessarily lead to a fall in the price level. But then the question
that arises is this : if the price level is not affected by money supply due to unemployment of
resources, how would a balance of payment deficit be adjusted ? In the Keynesian model the
adjustment takes place through ihcome changes. Under the system of fixed exchange rates,
as explained in the preceding paragraph, a deficit would lead to a decrease in money supply.
This would cause an increase in the rate of interest and a fall in national hcome.To understand this process you have to read a book on macroeconomics, particularly the part which
discusses the IS-LM curves. But let us try to understand the Keynesian process of adjustment intuitively. A fall in the supply of money caused by the deficit will bring in a shortage in .
the credit markets : the borrowers want to bolrow but the lenders do not have enough money
balances to meet their demand for hnds. Therefore the existing supply of funds will have to
be rationed. In a market economy this rationing takes place through the price mechanism. The
lenders start charging higher rates of interest to take advantage of the shortage of funds and
some borrowers, not able to afford the higher interest rates, would opt out of the fund market.
This is the reason why the rate of interest rises as money supply falls. The higher interest
rates discourages private investment and a fall in investment reduces national income by a
multiplier effect, But the fall in income also reduces the demand for import. This last effect
eliminates the deficit and as a matter of fact the income will keep falling till import demand is
reduced sufficiently to eliminate the deficit. Thus, under the fixed exchange rate system a
deficit in the balance of payment is adjusted by a fall in the national income, if the resources
are not fully employed. This is the Keynesian theory of adjustment. The adjustment through
the changes in the price level discussed earlier is known as the classical theory of adjustment
L

Check Your Progress B
1.

What is Balance of Payment?

............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
As mentioned above, the adjustment of a deficit in the balance of payment under the fixed
.........................................................
exchange rate system calls for official intervention in the markets. To maintain the exchange
4.8

FIXED EXCHANGE RATES

rates fixed RBI will have to supply the excess foreign currencies demanded in the market
either from its reserves or from international borrowing. Such actions have monetary implications. The Indian importers purchase these additional foreign currencies they need for
additional imports (which is the deficit) with Indian Rupee. Thus the Indian currency
changes hand from the public to RBI through the banking system. The result is a fall in
money supply in the process of adjustment of the deficit. A fall in money supply may lead
to a fall in the price level which you may work out'by using the familiar quantity theory of
money. This improves our comparative advanta
exports become cheaper and sell
more in the world market and the cheaper
substitutes replace a part of our
imports. This is how the deficit is adjusted. Remember that if all this do not happen, the
deficit which was adjusted this year bysale of foreign currencies by RBI will reappear in
the next year. Thus under the fixed exchange rate system a deficit in the balance of
payment is adjusted by money supply changes and the consequent changes in the price
level.
The link between the money supply and the price level is not as simple as that given by the
quantity theory of money. The quantity theory assumes that the economy has full employment of resources and therefore an increase in money supply creates a situation in which too
much money chases a fixed quantity of goods and services produced by the available
resources that are all fully utilised. This causes price rise. Similarly, a decrease in the
money supply reduces the aggregate demand for the fixed quantity o f goods produced by

2.

What do you mean by purchasing power parity theory?

...................,,,..,.,,..,.,,,..............,,,...,.,.,~.,,..,.....*...................................
............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................
3.

What is fixed exchange rates?

............................................................................................................

Instruments of Trade Policy

Concepts and Uimcnsions

4.

4.9

State whether following statements are True or False.

5.

Write short notes on:

The difference between the value of exports and the value of imports is the
balance on trade account.

ii)

There is a close relationship between balance o f payment and the exchange
rates of a currency.

i)

Consumer surplus

ii)

Producer surplus

iii)

Rupee is said to appreciate against foreign currencies in the case of a.deficit
in the balance of payment.

iii)

Flexible exchange rate

A fall in money supply may lead to a rise in the price level.

iv)

Fixed exchange rate.

iv)
v)

Under the fixed exchange rate system, a deficit in the balance of payment is
adjusted by a fall in the national income, if the resources are not fully
employed.

LET US SUM UP

4.310 KEY WORDS
Tariff: It refers to a tax imposed by a government on physical goods as they move into or
out o f a country.
Non-Tariff Barriers: Government policies and administrative practices that regulates o r
restrict the foreign trade.
Quota: Quantitative measures of restrictions imposed by the government to regulate the
international trade.
subsidies: Payment made by the government to the domestic producers or exporters to
stimulate the expansion of such industries.
Balance of Payment: An accounting record of transactions between the residents of one
country and the residents of the rest of the world over a given period of time.

4.11 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
A 4

i) False; ii) True; iii) True; iv) False; v) False.

B 4

i)'True; ii) True; iii) False; iv) False; v) True.

4.12 TERMINAL QUESTIONS

-

What do you mean by balance or payment. Explain the relationship between the
balance of payment and the exchange rates of a country with suitable example.

9

Trade policy is an important instrument to regulate the foreign trade. Government impose
restrictions to protect the domestic industries. The restriction< rn:i! bc in the form of tariff
and non-tariff barriers. A tariff is a price based policy to r2\11.1~1
1 1 i l ~ l 2Non-tariff
.
barriers
may affect either price or quantity directly. The major norl-tariff barriers include: customs
classification and valuation, subsidies, local content and tireign investment performance
requirement, Technical standards and health regulations, (;overnn~entprocurement,
Restrictions on services, quota, etc. Exchange control and balance of payment adjustments
are another means of regulating the foreign trade.

62

4.

1.

Critically examine the partial equilibrium theory o f trade.

2.

Distinguish between tariff and non-tariff barriers. Explain various non-tariff
barriers to restrict the international trade.

3.

Describe the impact of quota and tariff.
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